
TRANSPORT COMPUTER AIDS

Look for CD-Rom's for the computer fi lled with beautiful images from Look for CD-Rom's for the computer fi lled with beautiful images from 
Mycology on page 6 &  Parasitology on page 11. Mycology on page 6 &  Parasitology on page 11. Great for PowerPoint Presentations!

◆ ThermoTotes

Microscope Video Eyepiece  ◆

aff ordable for teaching and e-mail
This inexpensive color digital video camera allows the user to capture the 

image seen under the microscope with amazing clarity in simple .jpg format.  

Adapter allows camera to quickly slide into most microscope eyepieces.  Line 

from camera fi ts into USB port on your computer. Understandable software 

included which lets you snap a picture and perform simple color correction. 

Comes with eyepiece, adapter, USB cable and software. Captured images 

can be up to 640 x 480 pixels.  The included software allows you to print 

full-sized images in various sizes and layouts and create slide shows. With 

an internet connection you can easily e-mail images.  

Thermototes

7145 Small-Size ThermoTote12 Adjustable with LCD Display $1,100.00

7148 Small-Size ThermoTote12 Adjustable with LCD Display 

& Battery

$1,600.00

7146 Medium-Size ThermoTote24 Adjustable with LCD Display $1,100.00

7151 ThermoTote Deluxe Adjustable $1,500.00

ACCESSORIES for use with ALL ThermoTote products unless noted:

7155INTL International Converter 220v/240v must specify plug 

confi guration when ordering

$90.00 

7155USA Plug 120v (for standard U.S. plugs) Converts 120 volt power to 

12 volt DC for non-portable use   

$65.00

7160 Cigarette Lighter Adapter (use with only “Deluxe Incubator”) $30.00

7162 Cigarette Lighter Adapter  
(use with “Small” or “Medium Incubator”) 

$30.00

7157-12 Wire Petri Dish Racks - 4 racks holds up to 10 plates per 

rack (use with only “Small Incubator”) 

$75.00

7157-24 Wire Petri Dish Racks - 4 racks holds up to 10 plates per 

rack (use with only “Medium Incubator”) 

$75.00

7152-01 Multiple Plug allows for 3 plugs to function at the same time $55.00

Software System Requirements: Intel® Pentium® III compatible 

processors, Microsoft® Windows® 98SE, 2000, Me and XP, 32MB 

of RAM, 18MB of available hard drive space, CD-ROM drive, 

True Color or, HiColor display adapter and monitor; 800x600 

display resolution, Windows® compatible pointing device, 

Microsoft® Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher. Easily download a 

Macintosh® version from the software manufacturer for a small 

additional fee.  

Microscope Video Eyepiece 

8201 Digital Video Eyepiece  $220.00

LAB-EL  ◆ design & print perfectly sized labels
Better identify & organize slides and test tubes with LAB-EL,  an inexpensive, 

simple-to-use program that allows you to design and print on labels that perfectly 

fi t on the end of microscope slides. LAB-EL meets criteria of laboratory inspection 

by accrediting agencies. The program allows for up to 26 frequently used custom 

labels that can be saved. Information such as hospital name can be placed in the 

memory for easy recall. Prints a maximum of 17 letters per line, 5 lines per label. 

Consecutive numbers can be easily printed. Depending on your printer, choose from 

white or colored Pin-fed labels or white Laser Printer compatible label. The program 

is available for IBM PC or other PC compatible machines (at least 128k).

LAB-EL Computer Generated Labeling Program

014 LAB-EL Program on CD-ROM $95.00

005-5 Pin Feed Slide Labels-Color 
5,000 labels/case

$32.00

012 Pin-Feed Slide Labels-White       
5,000 labels/case

$29.00

018-06 Laser Slide Labels White 
6,000 labels/case

$47.00

The ThermoTote family are inexpensive, yet reliable, incubators/transports that will operate on 12 volts either in your laboratory or 

alternatively in your automobile by plugging into the cigarette lighter. They take only a few minutes to come up to temperature.  They 

also double as extra incubators for special temperature studies.  The 120V AC/DC Converter (Cat. No.7155) allows ThermoTotes 

to easily plug into a standard power outlet.  Call to inquire about customized ThermoTotes.

When power is not available, use Battery ThermoTote (size: Small ThermoTote12.)   Can be recharged from 12 volt or 120V source 

(optional converter). Trickle mode allows the battery, once charged, to deliver the maximum power necessary. Included is battery pack 

and charger. Call to inquire about Batteries for other ThermoTote sizes.

inexpensive variable temperature 
incubators that plug into 
your car’s cigarette lighter   

Small  Medium Deluxe

TEMP RANGE
25°C to 50°C
HEAT only

25°C to 50°C
HEAT only

2°C to 65°C 
HEAT or COOL

POWER 12 volts 12 volts 12 volts

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS 7.75"x10.75"x7" 7.75x10.75"x13. 25" 17"x12"x13"

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS 13" x 9.5" x 8.75" 13" x 9.5" x 15"   22" x 15.25" x 16.75"

WEIGHT 4  pounds 4.75 pounds 17 pounds

INCLUDES
cigarette lighter 

power  adapter plug
cigarette lighter 

power adapter plug
 cigarette lighter power 
adapter plug &  1 shelf
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NSTRUMENTS

Disposable Forceps  ◆
STERILE FORCEPS (Cat. #904) are exceptionally economical and are 

available in individually wrapped sterile packets. Forceps are packaged in 

units of 25.  Also available non-sterilized.  

DISPOSABLE FINE-TIPPED FORCEPS 

(Cat. #9004) facilitate work with smaller 

specimens. They are made of stainless 

steel and coated with an autoclavable 

plastic. Length is 5.25". Packaged in 

units of twelve.  Also available in sterile 

wrap, inquire for pricing.  DISPOSABLE 

SLIDE FORCEPS (Cat. #902) have an 

extra wide tip to hold microscope slides 

securely while protecting your hands 

from getting stained.  Autoclavable 

and made of durable plastic, the 

forceps last as long as comparable 

metal forceps at a fraction of the price.  

Packaged in units of 10.

Autoclave Bags ◆
Pre-folded, self-seal pouches are ideal to sterilize forceps or other 

instruments used around the workplace.  Sterility has been shown to 

be effective for up to one year.  No autoclave tape or spore strips are 

necessary with these bags.  They seal neatly and quickly.  It is easy to 

verify proper sterilization.  A special indicator strip turns brown/black 

in steam and gold/green in ETO.  Quantity 100 per box.

Forceps

904 Sterile  Forceps 25/pkg $46.85

904-100 Sterile  Forceps 
100/pkg

$175.00

904-NS Non-Sterile Forceps
100/pkg

$100.00

9004 Non-Sterile Fine Tipped 

Forceps 12/pkg

$20.00

902 Non-Sterile Slide Forceps 
10/pkg

$17.50

Autoclave Bags

3025 3.5" x 5.25" Autoclave Bags 
100/box 

$18.50

3026 3.25" x 9" Autoclave Bags 

100/box 

$20.00

3028 5.25" x 10.25" Autoclave Bags 

100/box 

$26.50

3029 7.5" x 13.5"Autoclave Bags 

100/box 

$33.00

3030 12" x 15.5"Autoclave Bags 

100/box 

$51.00

◆ Stainless Steel 
Anaerobic  Jar

These unique and inexpensive anaerobic jars are perfect for both the small 

and large laboratory. These jars seal easily and hold either an anaerobic 

environment or carbon dioxide. Our sturdy rack fi ts comfortably into our 

anaerobic jars and allows the user to withdraw all of the plates at one time. 

The small jar holds eight plates with our rack or nine plates without.  The 

large jar holds eleven plates with the rack, twelve without. All polished 

stainless steel jars have clear acrylic lid with clip to view Methylene blue 

test strip indicator to measure anaerobiosis. Suffi cient room is left for the 

anaerobic envelope and Methylene blue detector system. 

Anaerogen™Fast Anaerobic Atmosphere Generation System  
AnaeroGen™ enables oxygen to be safely consumed with no 

hazardous substances, no hydrogen by-product and no dangerous 

buildup of pressure in the jar without the help of catalysts or water. 

Stainless Steel Anaerobic Jar

714 Small Stainless Steel Jar  
9 plates no rack included

$62.00

715 Large Stainless Steel Jar  
12 plates no rack included

$72.00

716 Small Stainless Steel Jar 
with rack  holds 8 plates

$72.00

717 Large Stainless Steel Jar 
with rack  holds 11 plates

$82.00

722-S Replacement Seals for 

Stainless Steel Incubator(5/case)

$18.50

725 Anaerogen™ Pouches 
10/box

$36.25 

Sterilized Instrument Sets  ◆
These instruments are ideally suited for the busy laboratory where 

sterile instruments are needed at a moments notice. Avoid costly 

washing and exposure to infectious diseases by simply disposing of 

them after use. Each sterile instrument pack (cat #903) contains 

one sturdy stainless steel four inch forceps, one rigid plastic 

scalpel holder with a #11 blade and one stainless steel pointed 

scissor. Each package contains 12 individual sterile packs. Scissors 

and forceps can be re-sterilized by autoclaving.

Sterilized Instruments

903 Sterile Instrument Packs 
12/pkg

$63.50

904 Sterile Forceps             
25/package

$46.85

9002 Scissors 4.5"6/pkg $22.00
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Mini Grip-Its  ◆ great for E-tests
The unique design for Mini Grip-It makes quick work of 

placing coverslips and other small items. This device’s 

suction cup picks up hard-to-handle items such as E-test 

strips and coverglasses. Tips can be easily chemically 

sterilized. Comes with an additional replacement suction 

cup. Sold individually.

Mini Grip-Its

746 Mini Grip-Its each $25.00
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These instruments tackle 
BIG jobs at small prices! 

Trevor Warren
Stamp


